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Love story by taylor swift remix

Taylor Swift has won 10 Grammy Awards. Jason LaVeris/FilmMagic/Getty Images All Too Well is the fifth track on Red. Eric Reed/Invision/AP What began as a deep cut on Red was quickly heralded as the singer's magnum opus, and for good reason. It's almost literary in how distinctively Swift tells her story of forgotten scarves,
checkered shirt days, and the pain of remembering every excruciating detail of being in love after the magic isn't there anymore. It's full of killer moments: how she sings the refrigerator,How she spits out consonants of crumpled up paper, how she chews up three everything is in a row,Rob Sheffield wrote about the track for Rolling Stone.
No other song does such an amazing job of showing off its ability to blast a trivial little detail into a legendary heartache. Song selection: Everything. If you like this, listen to: it on repeat. Style is the third track of 1989. Taylor Swift/YouTube Style as GQ's Jay Willis puts it, is a fatalistic, vaguely noir-ish account of young love in chaos. Swift
teamed up with pop-production champions Max Martin and Shellback to create this synth-pop masterpiece that is so rock solid even Swift can't keep herself from referencing it in later works. The second verse's opening phrase, So it goes, became a song title on Reputation, while Take Me Home was transformed from a cheeky nod
against One Direction's sophomore album to a heartfelt appeal to his beloved on 2019's Lover. At the risk of sounding corny, Style really is one of the few pop songs this decade that doesn't (and won't) go out of style. Song highlight: The way that lyrics like You've got that James Dean daydream look in your eye, makes the song feel as if it
was (allegedly) written about the cool, rocker Harry Styles that we know today, instead of the 18-year-old, baby-faced Styles that Swift dated in late 2012. If you like this, listen to: Out of the woods. Cornelia Street is the ninth song on Lover. Republic Records Swift inserted lots of callbacks to her previous work on Lover, but there was no
song that felt more like Old Taylor other than Cornelia Street. From autumn scenes to memories set in kitchens, there are plenty of parallels between this song and Swift's magnum opus, Too Well. But while All Too Well is about a love forever lost, Cornelia Street is all about a love Swift fear of losing more than anything else. It's a beautiful
culmination of her previous work that shows how far the singer has grown in her romantic life, while acknowledging the lessons of fragility she learned and that at any moment, anything she's built can disappear. Still, Cornelia Street is the kind of triumph in love that fans have waited 13 years to see. Song highlight: The breathiness of how
she sings, And baby, I get puzzled by how this city screams your name. Even the live acoustic version from Swift's City of Lover concert special is pure perfection. If you like this, to: New Year's Day. Teardrops on My Guitar is the third song on Taylor Swift. Swift found early success in her career with the second single from her debut
album. Teardrops on My Guitar was a definitive country song that made its way to the pop charts, foreshadowing Swift's possible full-time filters to the genre. The ease with which 'Teardrops' translated into straight pop showed that her skillful melodic touch and conversational manner with deeply felt emotions could scale to the widest
possible audience, Maura Johnston wrote for Pitchfork. Today, her production takes its cue from current trends, and her subjects need not be identified via online fishing expeditions, but her detailed lyrics and sly worldview were there from the beginning. Song highlight: So I'll drive home alone / As I turn out the light / I'll put his picture
down / And maybe get some sleep tonight. If you like this, listen to: Tim McGraw. I Knew You Were Trouble is the fourth song on Red. Taylor Swift/YouTube While 2012's Red wasn't a complete departure from the country, Swift showed her interest in cross-genre experiments with I Knew You Were Trouble, a pop-rock, dubstep-infused
bop about engaging with someone you suspect isn't right for you from the start. As Brad Nelson wrote for Pitchfork, it was as if she had finally found a musical background sharp as her lyrics — the lakes and backers of Tennessee and Georgia disappear, replaced by formations of jagged crystals, a perfect setting for a song about falling in
love with someone you know will hurt you and leave you feeling empty like a canyon. Song highlight: Pretend he doesn't know / That he's the reason / You drown, you drown, you drown. If you like this, listen to: Red. Clean is the 13th and final song of 1989. Amazon For those who town a Swift trailing number, Clean is the Holy Grail. It
sums up so briefly everything she had learned over the course of 1989 while maintaining a glimmer of hope to her listeners that their storm should also pass. Neil McCormick called the track understated and atmospheric in a review of 1989 for The Telegraph, adding that Clean offers a truth and power rare in commercialized pop. The
Guardian's Alexis Petridis praised the opening line, The Drought was the very worst, for not only being a striking line like opening a pop song, but also because you can't imagine any of Taylor Swift's competitors coming up with something remote like that. Song highlight: Rain came pouring down when I was drowning/ That's when I was
finally able to breathe. If you like this, listen to: Daylight. Blank Space is the second track of 1989. YouTube Swift's 1989 album from 2014 has been hailed as a pop masterpiece, and it deserves to be praised in part thanks to the satirical Blank Space. The song, which was nominated for three Grammy Awards, is an intriguing lyvicious riff
on Swift's reputation as a man-eater, to Mikael Wood of the Los Angeles Times. While Swift would later analyze the perception of her public persona more fully on 2017's Reputation, it was Blank Space that first gave her the opportunity to call out the media in a record sheet, chart-topping fashion. The highlight of the song: 'Cause darling
I'm a nightmare dressed like a daydream. If you like this, listen to: I did something bad. Don't Blame Me is the fourth track on Reputation. Netflix Swift has previously told Rolling Stone that she never had an album that made more sense to people after they came to the concert like she did with Reputation. Until then, her songs were just
great songs, but she never had songs that came live live. If I were to pick a single song in Swift's discography that really has a life of its own once performed, it's Don't Blame Me. We are so blessed that every second of her Reputation Stadium Tour performance has been immortalized by Netflix so that we can witness over and over again
every epic moment – like when she throws herself on the ground as she sings If You Go Away/ I ask you on your knees to stop or as she throws her arms out like Jesus on the cross like a chorus swells behind her before she hits a series of soaring tones. But while the song makes for an astonishing live performance, it's also an exciting
listening experience on its own. Melendez adds: Her voice lilts over the thick, dark production, and she sounds just like the fully realized adult pop star she aimed to be with her previous singles. This time, the delivery lands completely. Echoes, self-harmonisation – everything locks in. Highlight of the song: The structure of the bridge that
ends in one of Swift's harshest high notes. If you like this, listen to: False God. Love Story was released on September 12, 2008. Taylor Swift/YouTube Love Story, perhaps, is the moment when Swift's songwriting prowess first fully appeared, Alexis Petridis wrote for The Guardian, adding that it's an amazing song. Petridis also ranked
Love Story at No. 2 in a list of Swift's best songs. While Swift left the country behind, she took Love Story with her in pop space, layering new production on top of it to make it fit flawlessly among her later works. As Hazel Cills wrote for Pitchfork, Swift's great remake of Love Story in the clever 1989-era production is a testament to her
timelessness. Song highlight: Romeo, save me, they try to tell me how to feel / This love is hard, but it's real. If you like this, listen to: You belong with me. Sad, Beautiful, Tragic is the 12th song on Red. Big Machine In four minutes and 44 seconds, Sad, Beautiful, Tragic, is the fourth longest on 2012's Red, but unlike similarly long songs
like Too Well and State of Grace, the timing never really felt justified. The song drags on – not because Swift has a lot to say as she usually does – but because she felt the need to sing a variation of the title 11 times as slowly as she could. Worst crime: Swift could have used this time on the album for an All Too Well replay made from the
lyrics she finally cut. Saving grace: And time takes its sweet time to erase you / And you have your demons, and, honey, they all look like me. Look What You Made Me Do was released on August 25, 2017. TaylorSwiftVEVO/YouTube Look What You Made Me Do was the first song Swift released after Kimye-gate tore her down in court
by public opinion and it didn't do much to convince people to like her again – mostly because it wasn't up to par with Swift's previous (and far superior) songwriting. Pitchfork's Meaghan Garvey summed the track up perfectly when she wrote: In her previous work, Swift has flexed a real talent for casting real-life experiences into clue-filled
allegories, at once personal and universal. Here she is uncharacteristically un-nuanced, and as she glides into hilariously unartificial digs like I Don't Like Your Leaning Scene, it sounds like the part of a breakup when you start throwing all the banal insults you have left. Worst crime: Swift apparently forgot how to write a chorus while
making this song. Save grace: The music video is so delightfully petty and self-perched that it actually works. It's also Jack Leopard's and Dolphin Club's best song. This Is Why We Can't Have Nice Things is the 13th song in the 2017 Reputation. Mark Metcalfe/Getty Images Before Reputation came out, many thought it would be full of
West-diss tracks just like this one, so it's a shame that when the album turned out to be a broader reflection of Swift's image and the effect it had on her personal relationships, she didn't leave that's why we can't have nice things on the cutting room floor – or at least nudge it on the album earlier. That's why we can't have nice things is one
last jab at the West that needlessly disrupted the emotional flow of Dress, Call It What You Want and New Year's Day at the back end of the record. Worst offense: The placement on the album. Save grace: The image of Taylor's mother, Andrea Swift, sitting through endless rants about Kim Kardashian West and Kanye West. Bad Blood
is the eighth song of 1989. Youtube/TaylorSwiftVevo Rolling Stones Sheffield ranked Bad Blood's death last out of Swift's 129 songs, call it, melodically dehydrated, lyrically unfinished, [and] rhythmically clunky. Before 1989 fell in October 2014, Swift preceded the track by saying it was about a fellow singer who did something so terrible to
her. And while it would be more than enough to excite fans about the song, the end result was disappointingly bland, Andrew wrote wrote Spin. Unterberger added: There are very few of Taylor's brand tasks to provide any kind of direction on the subject, and in fact it's all scoffed with baby and crazy love references that make the song
sound more about a romantic relationship than a broken friendship. Worst crime: Ignite a full-blown feud with Katy Perry. Saving grace: Kendrick Lamar (who's on the song) doesn't hate it? Better Than Revenge is the 10th song on Speak Now. Rick Diamond/Getty Images If there's an underlying theme running over Swift's worst songs, it's
that there's nothing she does worse than revenge. Whether she's calling out the West or fighting with Perry, Swift trails swinging as a weapon to win feuds often falling flat – but Better Than Revenge has even more working against it in the age of mainstream feminism and woke up Twitter. In particular, the line, she is better known for the
things she does on the mattress, with her slut-shaming overtones not kosher anymore (if it ever were). Worst crime: Reportedly slut-shaming Camilla Belle for having the audacity so far Joe Jonas.Saving grace: Swift admitted her poor judgment on the text when she told The Guardian in 2014, I was 18 when I wrote that... That's the age
you are when you think someone can actually take your boyfriend. Then you grow up and realize that no one can take someone from you if they don't want to leave. ... Ready for It? officially released as the second single for Reputation on October 24, 2017. Taylor Swift / YouTube after ... Ready for that? hit the airwaves in 2017, Mike
Wass wrote about the song for Idolator, If You Can Get Past the Cringeworthy Lyrics and Cutting Production, Expecting a Sweet Chorus. But it's a lot of work for a smaller payoff. Spin's Jordan Sargent also called the song ill-fitting, while Vulture's Craig Jenkins said it didn't invent pop or Taylor, but it gets her name out on a product built to
keep up with current trends. Jenkins added that he couldn't understand why her reinvention is centered in rap feeds and flashy eight-counts, her two worst skills. Worst crime: Younger than my exes but he acts like such a man, so. Saving grace: And he can be my prison guard, Burton to this Taylor. Welcome to New York is the opening
track of 1989. Dilip Vishwanat/Getty Images for TAS Swift loves the Big Apple, and while some of her songs that mention the city — Cornelia Street, Holy Ground — made it to the top 15 on this list, her direct ode to New York missed the mark entirely with her exhausting optimism. Julianne Escobedo Shepherd of Jezebel went so far as to
call it a gentrification anthem. At the time of its release, actress and rapper Awkwafina told Gothamist that the song was one of the songs that, with only a single radio play, will make at least 10 New Yorkers move to Marfa, Texas. Worst crime: Saying she wouldn't change anything, something, something, about New York —likely she



hasn't had to go anywhere near the subway since her 2009 MTV Video Music Awards performance. Save grace: And you may want whoever you want / Boys and boys and girls and girls. In addition, when it was released before 1989 as a promotional single, Swift donated all proceeds to the New York City Department of Education.
London Boy is the 11th song on Lover. Matt Crossick/PA Images via Getty Images After Lover's release on August 23, the majority of the new songs received a lot of attention – except London Boy. The upbeat track about fancying high tea and walking Camden Market in the afternoon was met with confusion and irritation from real Brits
who promised you could never make it to every name-dropped landmark in this track within hours. (Swift, however, later pointed out that this song is supposed to happen over the course of three years.) As Jazmin Kopotsha wrote for Refinery29, the song would be sweet if it wasn't overridden by wildly misjudged references to rogue
places and activities. It would be sweet if it wasn't for the fact that, if we play on British stereotypes here, we're all incredibly cynical and don't care about outlandish outpourings of affection. Worst crime: Rim pub, we with rugby. Save grace: To hear Idris Elba's accent for a split second. King of My Heart is the 10th song on Reputation. Big
Machine Although it was undoubtedly exciting for fans to witness Swift find the one she has been waiting for, she didn't have to sacrifice her heart, body and soul for it. But aside from the big cringe factor of designating her boyfriend Joe Alwyn as a sovereign all over his person, King of My Heart is, as Zach Schonfeld wrote for Newsweek,
surprisingly faceless, razed by the singer's personality, much as the computerized vocal effect strips the duties and character of her voice. Worst crime: King of my heart, body and soul, ooh whoa, but also how she pronounces Jaguars as I-yee-threads. Save grace: The force that she sings, get up on the roof with a schoolgirl crush/drink
beer out of plastic cups, and taiko drum outro from the Stadium Reputation Tour version. Miss Americana and the Heartbreak Prince is the seventh track on Lover. The Sundance Film Festival Miss Americana and Heartbreak Prince is a high school allegory about the pitfalls of American politics in the age of the Trump administration —
and it doesn't quite land. While I appreciate Swift's increasing vocals about politics and current events, her voice is more impactful when she talks directly about issues on her social media or via a Netflix documentary than when she hides her anger in homecoming queen metaphors. Worst crime: Not only is it not a big political song, but it's
not even Swift's best song about high school. Save grace: The inspired name of Swift's documentary, Miss Americana, which is a brilliant look inside her life, stardom, and yes, Policy. The go, fight, win cheerleading chants sprinkled throughout the song was also a stroke of genius. You Are in Love is featured on the deluxe edition of 1989.
Kevin Winter/WireImage It's just disappointing that a song about seeing you completely in love is about a relationship that ultimately didn't work — and wasn't even one from Swift's own life. Swift has previously revealed that the song was written about Lena Dunham and frequent collaborator Jack Antonoff. [The lyrics] just basically things
she's told me. And I think that kind of relationship – God, it sounds like it would just be so beautiful – would also be difficult. It would also be everyday at times, Swift told Tavi Gevinson of ELLE. While Swift is usually good at outsourcing material for songs like Love Story (Romeo and Juliet) and Death by a Thousand Cuts (Netflix's
Someone Great), this finally fell flat. That's OK though, because she finally nailed all the mundane and beautiful aspects of finding your eternal person on Lover, who rightly earned her place among Swift's best songs on this list. Worst crime: Being about Dunham and her now unsuccessful relationship with Antonoff. Save grace: It gave
Swift the concept inspiration for her Lover music video. This is a column of opinion. The thoughts expressed are those of the author(s). More: Taylor Swift Music Celebrities Features It sets an expandable section or menu, or sometimes the previous/next navigation option. Options.
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